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Minutes of CCC 2015 meeting
Participating competitions:
express their strong will to establish a network of collaborating
Chopin Competitions.






The Fryderyk Chopin Institute will provide necessary facilities to keep the
network working,
all participating competitions agree to provide and update their information in
CCC database,
all participating competitions agree to intensify collaboration concerning
fundraising or international grants,
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CCC database up-date
Competitions which provided the full information:
International Chopin Piano Competition in Darmstadt
International Fryderyk Chopin Piano Competition
International Polish Grand Piano Music Competition ‒ Festival Dedicated to F . Chopin

Międzynarodowy Konkurs Pianistyczny im. Fryderyka Chopina dla Amatorów
Międzynarodowy Podkarpacki Konkurs Chopinowski
National Chopin Piano Competition of the United States

Darmstadt
Warszawa
Vilnius
Warszawa
Rzeszów
Miami

Germany
Poland
Lithuania
Poland
Poland
USA

Lack of information:
Asia-Pacific International Fryderyk Chopin Piano Competition
International Fryderyk Chopin Piano Competition for Youth
International Chopin Piano Competition
International Chopin Piano Competition Egypt
Australian International Chopin Piano Competition
Fryderyk Chopin and Mongolia in the 21st Century
Siberian International Piano Competition F. Chopin
International Chopin Piano Competition for young pianists
International Chopin Piano Competition

Radziejowice, 20-22.09.2016

Daegu
Moscow
Hannover
Cairo
Canberra
Ulaanbaatar
Tomsk
Petrozavodsk
Budapest

Chopin Competitions' Conference

Korea
Russia
Germany
Egypt
Australia
Mongolia
Russia
Russia
Hungary

no jury names, data on laureats
lack of information
lack of information concerning 1989-2015
no data on previous 5 editions
no data on previous editions
no data on previous editions
no data on previous editions
no data on first two editions; other incomplete

no data on editions 4-6
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Minutes of CCC 2015 meeting
Participating competitions:
express their strong will to establish a network of collaborating Chopin
Competitions.





The Fryderyk Chopin Institute will provide necessary facilities to keep the
network working,
all participating competitions agree to provide and update their information in
CCC database,
all participating competitions agree to intensify collaboration concerning
fundraising or international grants,

agree to intensify the multilateral cooperation within the groups of interest
(e.g. competitions for kids, competitions for amateurs, competitions of
particular geographical region) concerning:





common agreement of the assessment,
agreement of exchange the information concerning participants,
collective exchange of concerts & interviews for all finalists,
exchange of jury members – nationally / regionally / globally.
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Minutes of CCC 2015 meeting
Participating competitions:
agree to start a mutual discussion aiming to create the general rules concerning
competition’s jury,









all jury decisions (including the point awarding system and voting) should be transparent
and publish as soon as possible after concluding the jury verdict,
each scoring of particular jury member must be fully independent from any influence
(including the internal relations between the jury members),
a choice of jury members should guarantee the high standard of jury and independence of
their decisions,
bigger number of jury guarantees the more objective verdict,
the international jury (at least 40% of members from abroad) is strongly recommended;
in case of international competitions it is necessary,

decide to organize the CCC web-site providing the overall information
concerning Chopin Competitions.
Radziejowice 21-23.04.2015

Chopin Competitions' Conference
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CCC website

Radziejowice, 20-22.09.2016

Chopin Competitions' Conference
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Minutes of CCC 2015 meeting
Participating competitions:
agree to propose the system of evaluation of the competitions covering the following areas;






prize packages,
organizational regulations including jury rules,
performance conditions,
follow-up activities,
prize-winners’ career development.

The Fyderyk Chopin Institute declares to establish the program of monitoring
Chopin Competitions aimed on:
supporting best practices within the fields of transparency, objectivity and fairness,
helping in acquiring internationally recognized jury members, especially Polish specialists,
supporting the best competitions in organizing concerts of the competition winners in
Poland,
providing overall advice concerning various topics essential for CCC.
Radziejowice 21-23.04.2015

Chopin Competitions' Conference
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I. Basic conditions / benefits
The conditions and benefits should be administered by the
Fryderyk Chopin Institute (NIFC), on the strength of a general
authorisation from CCC participants.
General conditions:






a minimum of one year existence,
‘Chopin’ in the name ,
active participation in CCC; including website cooperation,
dedicated competition’s own website,
rules of the competition available online.

General benefits:







participation in the work of the CCC,
exchange of information on the CCC forum,
exchanging favours among CCC participants,
promotion through information on CCC websites,
possibility of using the CCC logo on promotional materials.
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II. NIFC Patronage Conditions
Conditions relating to the NIFC’s mission and NIFC benefits.
Lower level: ‘NIFC Patronage’
Conditions ‒ as above, plus:




at least one completed edition of the competition,
a positive opinion issued by a juror/observer accepted by the NIFC,
professional conditions for the competition’s realisation, incl.
o concert hall with a good acoustic instrument,
o possibility of competitors practising at least two hours a day,



undisputable and objective judging principles specified in the jury’s
rules (minimum of 3/5 jurors from outside the centre/country where
the competition is held).

The conditions above may be relaxed for geographically/culturally
distant competitions/initiatives.
Radziejowice, 20-22.09.2016

Chopin Competitions' Conference
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II. NIFC Patronage Benefits
Benefits ‒ as above, plus:
special prizes funded by the NIFC,
(e.g. books, discs, concerts, studio time),
possible presence of an NIFC representative at the event,
jurors’ selection consultation ,
possibile NIFC’s support through the delegation of a juror,
the right to use the NIFC logo with a note defining the
patronage from the NIFC,
possibility of free banners on the CCC website.
Radziejowice, 20-22.09.2016

Chopin Competitions' Conference
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III. NIFC Partner Conditions
Conditions relating to the NIFC’s mission and NIFC benefits.
Higher level, ’NIFC Partner’, awarded for a single edition of
a competition, with the possibility of automatic extension.

Conditions ‒ as in point II., plus:




most rigorous requirements concerning the conditions for the
competition’s realisation,
most stringent requirements concerning jurors and judging
system, incl.
o submission of jury rules and judging system to the NIFC for
assessment and approval (desirable: publication of individual
assessments),
o international jury ‒ minimum of five jurors in total,



significant number of completed editions (min. 2),

Radziejowice, 20-22.09.2016

Chopin Competitions' Conference
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III. NIFC Partner Conditions
Conditions (cont.):









competition held on a regular basis,
considerable number of applicants,
large territorial scope of applicants and jurors,
considerable status and number of co-organisers (also patrons,
sponsors etc.),
large and diverse set of prizes making start of career easier,
high artistic standard of competition,
dominant role of Chopin’s music in the competition
programme.

Radziejowice, 20-22.09.2016

Chopin Competitions' Conference
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III. NIFC Partner Benefits
Benefits ‒ as in point II. plus:








right to use the NIFC logo and the title ‘NIFC Partner’,
possibility of gaining easier access to the International Fryderyk
Chopin Piano Competition for the laureates,
possibility of posting free informational-promotional banners on the
NIFC’S website and Facebook page,
funding of prizes linked to concerts in Poland,
other benefits fixed in bilateral agreement.

Because of various realities and premises of competitions, the
set of conditions and benefits should be treated as a model.
NIFC will be flexible in its assessment and respecting the
specific character and conditions of individual competitions.
Radziejowice, 20-22.09.2016

Chopin Competitions' Conference
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Thanks for attention…
Radziejowice, 20-22.09.2016

Wojciech M. Marchwica
wmarchwica@nifc.pl
Chopin Competitions' Conference
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